







































































Lecture 6 1

More on Formation Control

Today

Formation control
true navigation functions
Network tension

project










































































Quoteof the day

My mom says
Why aren'tyou

a doctor and I'm

like I am a doctor she's all No I mean

a real doctor She reads my
books but

she says theygive
her a headache

Brian Greene



Last time we looked at formation control with Refuge stayended up with
an inputoutput dynamics

specifications
that has an embeded Laplacian dynamics
that also has an imputfritial

conditions

input IL stat

creates coordination

among the
nodes while

also doingsomething

useful like making a formation

In the meantime the network itself can be setup in such a way

that it only responds to an initial condition and intrinsinely accomplishes

the given task the key requirement is that informationneeded for
each agent to act is local no centralization in information sharing



Today we want to look at intrinsically modifying the network to

achieve our goal we will do this in the context of mobile robots

The canonical model that we end up using is of the form

x ̅ Lwex x

where wex are state dependent edgeweights Note that

generally a weighted Laplacian looks like

e EE hEE
weights on the edgesof
the network with

So essentially we will explore incidence matrix D G

useful dynamics for a groupofrobots
via the state dependent nonlinear consensus

ie DCG Wix DCG
But this is the end of the story Let us start from the beginning



Onceupon a time there was a group of n robots 1,2 n

Ij EE 114 1511 8

Denote by Zij Xj X Consider the set inRP

Da
R 11Zijk 8 i j

all realizations
that lead to a
completegraph

It also becomes convenient to
introduce an interior of this set namely

DG g ERP llz.gl 8 ij

We define the edge tension as

Vij 8 x 41744T
if ijee

otherwise



the total network tension as

V S x Vij 8

you
notice that if

11Zijk 8 the Vij S x

To prevent this we look an algorithm where the

network tension does not grow Well if we don't want

a scalar function to grow
we can go in the direction

of the negative gradient
What is this direction

First notice that

EIII iii e

otherwise0



So it would make sense to let

j.fi If lxi xj

x ̅ Tx V18 x

The potential problem is that 112 11 8 the

gradient becomes ill defined
However we can show that

this cannot happen

Lemma Let Xot Df for some 10,8

where G is connected Then the set

R 8 x V18 x VCS xD
is invariant if x ̅ Tx V S X



The main part of the proof involves showing that if
S X is not increasing

we can't have 112,511 S

for some pair ij In order to show this we can consider

V may V18
x

max network
tension

EDGg every pain is
at S E distanof ᵈ8

m Ñ

Suppose all this tension is from a single edge that is

E
A

n I S E'S



so even in the case that all the network tension is concentrate

in one edge still 1121148

If this set is invariant LaSalle's principle now implies
that 1H largest invariant set contained

in 8 0

This however follows from the realization
that the dynamics

is really x ̅ DCG Wix D G

WIX has positive diagonal
elements

bowled away from zero

Hower in most practical applications robots will move around

the graph will not remain static SIG vs DIG
9 Egraph graphstatic interaction

dynamiteraction



The main problem is that we cannot allow new tensions to arise

when an agent has a new neighbor arbitrary

xi Tija
otherwise 0

if TijCE o

we let rig t
Hijk 8

The graph induced by is
1 otherwise

denoted by Gp note that this isnot just induced by
the geometry



They let Go be the initial graph c D for oct 8

Go is connected Then t A

This setup can now be extended to formation control

problems

Suppose our desired formation is
such that

Zijk dig
information exchange
threshold

What should our tension be in this case

Let j ti ti for iited
Yi Xi Ti

Zij Xi Xj
Yi Yj Zij dig



Vij s jt g it is Estaing
tree

otherwise

Thegradient flow then looks
like

fi1 i fpcxi a

invariance

Converges 1xi 11 Idijll
NetworkIntegrity Il Xi 11 8


